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I. INTRODUCTION

The enhancement of identity authentication systems with biometric data verification brings potential risks resulting from the nature of biometrics. One of the weak application of biometric based verification is a remote access scenario, where biometric data (in any form) must travel over distrusted media. Since biometric data is difficult to change (unlike passwords), each transfer of sensitive data is typically associated with the justified concern of data theft. Once biometric data is stolen, it may (theoretically) be reused by a thief in illegal authentication transactions. Such illicit use of valid biometric data is called biometric replay attack (BRA). This type of attacks is distinguished from the more general replay attack, where the nature of the stolen data is not defined. We do not consider illegal presentations of objects (artificial or alive) to the biometric sensors as BRA since the principles of such attacks are not based on a replay transmission of eavesdropped biometric data. Such attacks are subject to aliveness detection methodology [1,2].

The BRA is often addressed in biometric discussions, however, to the best knowledge of the authors, there are no systematically developed and published reliable BRA prevention methods for the iris. Commercially available products use common cryptography routines to prevent the iris templates from spoofing, by joining the code with a nonce, and additionally encrypting the resulting package. Although this procedure is theoretically able to prevent BRA, it relies on secrets (e.g. encryption keys) that must be kept and exchanged securely besides the biometric templates. Each secret is prone to be compromised, and once concluded, the biometric template is open to interception, since typically no additional BRA prevention is applied.

Special enhancements of biometric templates makes it possible to develop specialized BRA prevention methods. Daugman suggests [2] modifying the IrisCode™ to prevent the system from BRA, yet the proposition is not implemented and examined. The enhancement relies on permutations of the code bytes, thus resulting in permuted binary sequences still referring to the same eye. Although the number of possible permutations is relatively large (for 256-byte code this is $256! \approx 10^{506}$), this concept has its disadvantages. Namely, both transaction parties must possess the same permutation key, and thus the secret must be exchanged securely. Each time the transaction is accomplished, the permuted sequence travels over the distrusted medium. Each permuted sequence contains information on the entire set of iris features. Once the secret is compromised, a single observation is required to ascertain the original IrisCode™.

The authors propose a BRA prevention method that relies on randomized iris sectors, thus moving the permutation issue from the feature space (as in Daugman’s suggestion) to the iris image space. This approach constructs the iris template being self-contained with regard to BRA prevention. Since the Zak-Gabor-based coding [4] is used in this reference implementation, we briefly present the most important principles of this coding in the next Section.

II. ZAK-GABOR-BASED CODING

The iris coding aims at designating a set of local iris features to form a compact image representation. Raw image of the eye contains many elements that obstruct recognition (eyelashes, eyelids, light reflexes etc.). The image undergoes the process of localization of occlusions and two iris sectors
free from occlusions are selected. Iris sectors are converted to a series of iris stripes, Figure 1. The number \((R=32)\) and the length \((P=512)\) of each iris stripe is identical to either eye, regardless of the degree of dilation of the pupil and the scale of the object within the image.

![Iris image with occlusions detected (left) and iris stripes (right)](image)

**Figure 1.** Iris image with occlusions detected (left) and iris stripes (right)

We use Gabor expansion to represent each iris stripe \(f_i\), namely

\[
f_i(p) = \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} \sum_{k=0}^{K-1} a_{mk;i}(g_{mk;i}(p)), \quad p = 0 \ldots P - 1
\]

where

\[
g_{mk;i}(p) = g_s(p - mK)e^{ip2\pi/K}, \quad p = 0 \ldots P - 1
\]

is shifted and modulated version of elementary function

\[
g_s(p) = e^{-\pi((p+\frac{1}{2})/2)^2}
\]

and \(s=2,...,8, \ k=0,...,K-1, \ m=0,...,M-1\) and \(MK=P\). The Zak transform is used to calculate Gabor’s transformation coefficients \(a_{mk;i}\). Zak’s transform is considered as the fastest and the most accurate method for calculation of Gabor’s expansion coefficients. We use signs of Gabor’s expansion coefficients \(a\) as the iris features \(\mathbb{B}\), namely

\[
\mathbb{B} = \{\text{sgn}(\Re(a_{mk;i})), \ \text{sgn}(\Im(a_{mk;i}))\}
\]

Fisher’s information related to the transformation coefficients was analyzed on the development database of iris images and the number of elements in \(\mathbb{B}\) (hence bits) is 1024. The order of features is kept identical for all images. Thus, the matching between irises requires only the XOR operation between two feature sets, and the Hamming distance is applied to calculate the score \(\xi\), namely

\[
\xi = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} (b_{n}^{(1)} \text{XOR} b_{n}^{(2)})
\]

where \(b_{n}^{(i)}\) is the \(n\)-th bit of \(i\)-th sample and \(N=1024\) is the number of iris features. Factor \(1/N\) makes \(\xi \in (0,1)\).

We stress that \(\mathbb{B}\) should not be confused with the so called *Iriscode*™ invented by Daugman [3]. The latter one is a product of an iris image filtering, while \(\mathbb{B}\) is derived from Gabor expansion coefficients.

The use of coefficients rather than Gabor’s filtering, which is typically used in commercial systems, has many advantages, e.g. limited dependency between an iris image and a code has a particular value when embedding the replay attack prevention mechanism.

### III. RANDOMIZED IRIS STRIPES

A method of biometric replay attack prevention based on employing certain characteristics of the applied iris coding is detailed below. While Zak-Gabor’s transform is reversible, by neglecting the exact values of coefficients, Zak-Gabor-based coding is made non-reversible, i.e. once the iris features (i.e. bits in \(\mathbb{B}\)) are known, there is no possibility to reconstruct the iris stripes (thus the original iris image). Randomization of parts of iris stripes results in constructing a representation of a de facto new, possibly inexistent, iris. Representation of the artificial iris, like any digital image, may still be transformed into code using Zak-Gabor-based coding. Since there is no possibility to reconstruct the original iris stripes, the eavesdropper has a very limited chance predicting the correct code required for the next verification, even if the corresponding permutation key send by the server is known to him. This, in turn, is possible when the randomization is performed in the feature space, as proposed earlier [2]. It will be shown that the calculation of a valid feature set requires both the permutation key and the iris image.

It is assumed that the permutation is performed independently within each stripe. Thus, each \(i\)-th stripe \((i=0,...,R-1)\) is cut into parts which are called *striplets*, see Figure 2.

![Randomized iris stripes](image)

**Figure 2.** Iris stripe permutation. The original iris stripes are independently cut into striplets, shown in the top image. The resulting permuted iris stripe collection is shown in the bottom image.

Permutation of striplets requires recalculating the iris template each time the verification is needed, both on the server and the client hosts, using the same known rule. This poses special processing demands to the coding algorithms, and such real-time template recalculations are possible to achieve if efficient iris coding algorithms are applied. The author’s implementation of the Zak-Gabor-based coding calculates iris features within approximately 60ms on a PC workstation for all iris stripes, and this is recognized as sufficient speed. This biometric attack prevention approach requires iris stripes with corresponding sector angles to compound the iris template, instead of the calculated codes.

The allowed width of each striplet is set experimentally
(from 1/8 to 1/4 of the stripe width), to prevent the method from cutting stripes inappropriately, since too large and too small striplets do not differentiate bits of the resulting code sufficiently. Once the striplets are generated, the routine permutes the striplets independently within each stripe. This leads to the representation of an iris whose structure is different from the original one. Figure 2 illustrates the cutting of the iris stripes into striplets and the resulting permuted representation.

IV. EVALUATION OF RELIABILITY

To illustrate the reliability of this method, comparisons between same eye images and different eye images were made for iris images originating from two sets: BIOBASE [5] and BATH DB1600 [6].

Since each feature set is strictly associated with a particular permutation key, four recognition variants are examined:

1. Iris features are determined for different images of the same eye, rearranged according to the same permutation key. This situation is typical for regular verification. This case is marked as SESK (Same Eye – Same permutation Key).

2. Similar to 1, but iris striplets are permuted with different permutation keys. This situation is typical when a known iris image is altered with an inappropriate permutation key. This case is marked as SEDK (Same Eye – Different permutation Key).

3. Iris features are determined for different eyes but rearranged using the same permutation key. This situation matches typical impostor trial using a wrong eye and eavesdropped permutation key. This case is marked as DESK (Different Eye – Same permutation Key).

4. Same as DESK, but striplets are rearranged with different permutation keys. This scenario is typical when both the permutation key and iris stripes are unknown, yet impostor comparison is carried out. This case is marked as DEDK (Different Eye – Different permutation Key).

For each dataset, l=3 iris images were chosen randomly for each eye and the enrollment process was performed to check whether selected images are of sufficient quality to be used in BRA prevention reliability evaluation. Not all images among those available in the datasets passed the enrollment procedure, and we could enroll \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{BIOBASE}}=180 \) and \( \mathcal{I}_{\text{BATH}}=1464 \) different eyes registered in BIOBASE and BATH DB1600, respectively.

The spontaneous eye rotation angle which always exists in one-eye imaging systems is compensated with the use of correlation method [4], in order not to disrupt the effects related to striplets permutation. A total of \( v=38 \) random permutation keys were generated. For same-eye comparisons (SESK and SEDK cases), comparisons among all pairs of all \( l \) images were made. For different-eye comparisons (DESK and DEDK) within the BIOBASE images, one image pair was generated for each permutation key and for each combination of different eyes. Due to relatively large number of eyes registered in BATH DB1600 database, the number of different-eye comparisons (DESK and DEDK) was narrowed, and for each eye \( u=3 \) different eyes were randomly chosen to generate \( u \) impostor pairs of images. Table 1 gives the appropriate formulas and provides the numbers of comparisons prepared for each recognition variant and each database used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RECOGNITION VARIANT AND DATABASE USED</th>
<th>BATH DB1600</th>
<th>BIOBASE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SESK [v \mathcal{I}_B] = \frac{3 \times 2087576}{166896} = 20520</td>
<td>v \mathcal{I}_{\text{BIOBASE}} = 20520</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEDK [v(v-1) \mathcal{I}_B/2] = 3087576</td>
<td>[v(v-1) \mathcal{I}_{\text{BIOBASE}}/2] = 379620</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESK [u \mathcal{I}_B] = 166896</td>
<td>[u(v-1)/2] = 612180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEDK [uv(v-1)/4] = 3087576</td>
<td>[uv(v-1)/4] = 1132530</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 3-10 show the distributions of comparison scores for different recognition variants. The distribution for SESK (Figs. 3 and 7), i.e. that obtained when the same permutation keys are used, leads to the average score of 0.195 (BATH DB1600) and 0.123 (BIOBASE) and is highly different from those scores obtained for either different eyes or different permutation keys, namely for BATH DB1600: 0.468, 0.473, 0.481 and for BIOBASE: 0.489, 0.469, 0.493 for DESK, SEDK, and DEDK, respectively. The scores achieved for different permutation keys are comparable to those observed when different eyes are compared.

Analyzing in detail the average comparison values it may be concluded that the existence of junction points has the first priority in shaping the distributions of scores. For BIOBASE samples both DEDK and SEDK, and thus cases when different permutation keys are used, depict comparable average comparison results (Figs. 4 and 6), although the DEDK case is slightly closer to the theoretically ideal case of scores equal to 0.5. This slight difference in scores is caused by making comparisons between different eyes in the DEDK case and between the same eyes for SEDK. In turn, results obtained for DESK (the same permutation keys applied to different eyes) differs by approximately 0.03 (score distance) from the theoretical 0.5, thus moving the DESK distribution left in comparison to the cases when different keys are employed. This is due to the discontinuities in iris stripes that are located in identical places for DESK. These abrupt changes to iris stripe functions may prevail over iris intensity fluctuations and may leverage the similarity between the compared data, even if originating from different eyes. However, this phenomenon still makes it very difficult to perform correct verification with the use of eavesdropped permutation keys and inappropriate iris stripes.
Figure 3. Distributions of comparison scores for same (ξ\text{SE}) and different (ξ\text{DE}) eyes calculated with the use of BIOBASE set of images. Distribution of comparison scores for SESK variant is shown in bold.

Figure 4. Same as in Fig. 3 but the distribution of comparison scores for SEDK variant in shown in bold.

Figure 5. Same as in Fig. 3 but the distribution of comparison scores for DESK variant in shown in bold.

Figure 6. Same as in Fig. 3 but the distribution of comparison scores for DEDK variant in shown in bold.

For BATH DB1600 samples the average comparison values for DEDK, SEDK and DESK variants are similar to the average comparison value between non-altered different irises. The BIOBASE samples were used to develop the Zak-Gabor-based coding and the presented BRA prevention methodology, and thus inserting fake frequencies (i.e. resulting from stripe permutations) influences the estimation results (i.e. calculated with the use of BIOBASE) to a higher extent that for testing results (i.e. calculated with BATH DB1600 set of images).
Tables II and III present the equal error rates for iris recognition systems built according to different template generation rules. We may observe that EER values are slightly higher in the proposed scenario with stripes permutation, however they still remain on acceptable low levels and show that the mandatory information for correct verification is both the biometric data and the appropriate permutation key. Missing any element out of these two may lead to wrong identification.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>SEDK</th>
<th>DESK</th>
<th>DEDK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0134</td>
<td>0.0206</td>
<td>0.0206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SESK</td>
<td>0.0095</td>
<td>0.1653</td>
<td>0.2075</td>
<td>0.0101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>SEDK</th>
<th>DESK</th>
<th>DEDK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SESK</td>
<td>0.0230</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
<td>0.0315</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of the advantages of this procedure over the method that alter only the iris features is that a theft of the permutation key is not dangerous. The key dictates changes within the secret (located within the iris images space) and in consequence changed data are coded by the non-reversible transform into binary sequence (iris features space). The aim of a spy in this case is to learn how to generate the appropriate code that corresponds to the server request (permutation key). The effect of this learning, however, must finally become the original iris data (iris stripes), since only the knowledge of the iris image original fluctuations allows generating codes that are expected by the server. Note that the secret (iris stripes) or its part is never sent. Thus, multiple observations of the compromised transmission channel do
not lead to the acquisition of data allowing one to predict appropriate iris features having a valid permutation key.

Embedding this concept into the iris coding methods based on image filtering is also possible. However, in such coding, elements of the resulting code correspond to particular iris areas. The permutation discussed here and the resulting code may thus have stronger correlations like in the method based on Zak-Gabor's coefficient coding.

V. IMAGES, CODES AND THEIR INTERACTIONS

Developing the BRA prevention methodology by alteration the original iris images provides some interesting observations related to iris images and features (codes) and their mutual interactions. We summarize them in the following section.

Due to the nature of the Zak-Gabor-based coding, there is a possibility of generating images of “artificial irises” (possibly having no counterparts in live organs) that result in an identical feature set $\. This is true also for coding employing image filtering, due to loss of information while coding the response of the Gabor filters. Furthermore, the theoretical number of possible “artificial irises” showing an identical code is infinite. It may be further concluded that the famous sentence “no two irises have the identical code”, often accompanying the presentations of the Daugman’s method [3], may be overestimated.

Figure 11 illustrates the problem addressed in the above paragraph. Consider the space $G$ of all gray-scale images of appropriate dimensions. This space is the most general, and in particular it encapsulates a subspace of live iris images $G^*$. Similarly, let $E$ denote the space of binary sequences of appropriate length, which includes a subspace $E^*$ of iris codes. Any gray-scale image, shown as point $A$, can be mapped to the corresponding code $φ(A) ∈ E^*$. We believe that the Hamming distance between $φ(A)$ and $φ(B)$ for any two different irises $A$ and $B$ is sufficiently large to guarantee zero error rates for the chosen acceptance threshold.

However, when the number of possible elements in the corresponding spaces is investigated, it may be concluded that there must be more than one image mapped to the same code. Indeed, assuming $N$-bit codes, there are $2^N$ elements in $E^*$. In turn, in the space $G^*$ there are $2^N + 1$ possible gray scale images of the size $R × P$. In this work, $N=1024$, $R=32$ and $P=512$, hence $2^N << 2^N + 1$. The set of images resulting in the same code $φ(A)$ is denoted by $φ^{-1}(A)$. Any image $C ∈ φ^{-1}(A)$ may not resemble the image of a live iris due to significant departures from the iris tissue morphology. However, one may hypothetically add morphology rules to the texture generation routine, and narrow $φ^{-1}(A)$ to produce only artificial iris images. Such a situation seems to be ignored by Daugman.

The conclusion is that it is not possible to guarantee that every two irises have different codes, both coding the iris using image filtering and the Zak-Gabor-based approach. Thus, it is recommended to proceed carefully when injecting artificial irises into the system. By striplet permutation, stripes constructed possibly do not reflect the fluctuations observed in real iris images. If the presented biometric replay attack is employed for a large population to identify (not to verify) an individual, there is a danger of creating such an “artificial iris” that corresponds to more than one subject. Consequently, to limit these occurrences, the iris striplet permutation is narrowed only to stripes, and striplets are not permuted in a radial direction.
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